KIMBERLY-CLARK - restroom dispenser systems

FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION

DISPENSER BID SPECIFICATIONS

Kimberly-Clark
OUR DESIGNS MAKE YOUR DESIGNS EVEN BETTER.

Whether you are designing restrooms for a sports stadium or an intimate gourmet restaurant, Kimberly-Clark has designed a dispensing system that’s ideal for your special needs. In this brochure, you’ll find coordinated lines of high quality paper towel, bathroom tissue, toilet seat covers, and soap dispensers that give restrooms a clean, integrated look and a lot more. You’ll find dispensers that can help reduce the transmission of germs and high capacity dispensers that significantly reduce run-out and maintenance. For over 100 years, Kimberly-Clark dispensing systems have brought quality, aesthetic, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness to commercial restrooms. Do your clients deserve anything less?

Give as much thought to your dispensers as you did to your restroom’s lighting, layout, and plumbing fixtures. Choose dispensing systems from Kimberly-Clark, the design tool that makes any well designed restroom an even better one.

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, suggested mounting height is the distance from the floor to the bottom of the dispenser.
**SCOTTFOLD® (9.4" towel) Dispenser**
Made of high-impact plastic. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Dispenses SCOTTFOLD® hand towels with 9.4" width. View windows located on both sides of dispenser. Features key-activated spring lock or push-button operation and a hinged front cover. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 44”*

**SCOTTFOLD® Compact (8.1" towel) Dispenser**
Made of high-impact plastic. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Dispenses SCOTTFOLD® Hand Towels with 8.1” width. View windows located on both sides of dispenser. Features key-activated spring lock or push-button operation and a hinged front cover. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 44”*

**SCOTTFOLD® Compact (9.4" towel) Dispenser**
Made of high-impact plastic. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Dispenses SCOTTFOLD® Hand Towels with 9.4" width. View windows located on both sides of dispenser. Features key-activated spring lock or push-button operation and a hinged front cover. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 44”*

**MINI 500™ Dispenser**
A rugged, easy-to-clean fixture made of high-impact plastic. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Push-activated dispenser delivers a metered amount of soap through a one-way peristaltic pump, minimizing contact between product and the outside environment. Holds one 500mL cartridge of soap. Features a keyless lock system. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: to 10” above counter or sink*
SOAP Dispensers

SANITOUCH® No-Touch Dispenser
Sleek, contemporary design made of high-impact plastic. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Dispenses a 9.38" diameter x 3.8" wide tissue roll with 3.25" diameter core, plus stub roll. Holds more than the equivalent in length of five standard rolls. Features hinged front cover and key lock to reduce pilferage, and tear-off bars on sides and front of dispensing opening. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: at least 10" above counter or sink*

SANI-TUFF® Soap Dispenser
Polished, high-gloss white high impact plastic body and cover. Holds 3.5 or 8 liter soap refills. Each refill includes a new pump. Features a keyless locking system, soap level view window and a large push lever for hand or elbow operation.

BATH TISSUE Dispensers

JRT® Jr ESCORT® Dispenser
Made of high-impact plastic. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Dispenses a 9.38" diameter x 3.8" wide tissue roll with 3.25" diameter core, plus stub roll. Holds more than the equivalent in length of five standard rolls. Features hinged front cover and key lock to reduce pilferage, and tear-off bars on sides and front of dispensing opening. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 30"*

JRT® Jr EASY ACCESS® Dispenser
Made of high-impact plastic. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Dispenses one 9.38" diameter x 3.8" wide tissue roll with 3.25" diameter core. Specially designed to improve accessibility for those with special needs. Holds more than the equivalent in length of five standard rolls. Features key lock and hinged front cover. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 30"*

SANITOUCH® Hygienic Bath Tissue Dispenser
Made of high-impact plastic. Front cover has provision for custom deco strip. No touch dispensing is designed to reduce the risk of cross-contamination because users touch only the product they use. Holds up to 4 clips, with a maximum of 2000 single ply interfolded sheets. Features a dynamic overstuff bracket to prevent overfill. Key or twist knob cover opening available. When installed properly, these dispensers meet ADA requirements. 1 per case. *Suggested mounting Height: 43" (6" above grab bar in handicapped stall)*

PERSONAL SEATS Dispenser
Made of high-impact plastic. Dispenses 2 pads of tissue seat covers. Front cover includes provision for custom deco strip. Features a key-activated spring lock and a center-located, heavy-duty dispensing lever. 1 per case. *Suggested mounting Height: 49" to 54".*

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, suggested mounting height is the distance from the floor to the bottom of the dispenser.
D2 Hard Roll Towel Dispenser
Double thick wall construction, contoured and rounded shape and heavy-duty lock. High-impact plastic body and smoked acrylic transparent cover. Cover has clear acrylic window with a factory installed deco strip. Customized deco strips can be installed if so desired. Dispenses one 8” and one 3.5” diameter roll with 1.5 diameter cores. Features key activated lock (the same key operates all D2 dispensers), lever operated dispensing mechanism and stub roll feature. Cover opens 180° down, to facilitate loading, and incorporates a safety detent to prevent cover freefall. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 45”*

D2 1000ml Push Skin Care Dispenser
Double thick wall construction, contoured and rounded shape and heavy-duty lock. High-impact plastic body and smoked polycarbonate transparent cover. Cover has clear polycarbonate window with factory installed deco strip. Customized deco strips can be installed if so desired. Holds two 500ml cartridges of soap, virtually eliminating runout. Each refill empties completely and includes a new pump. Features key activated lock (the same key operates all D2 dispensers). Cover opens 100° to right, to facilitate loading. Also features soap level view window and twin push levers for easy, one-handed operation. 1 per case.

D2 Hygienic Bathroom Tissue Dispenser
Double thick wall construction, contoured and rounded shape and heavy-duty lock. High-impact plastic body and smoked acrylic transparent cover. Cover has clear acrylic window with a factory installed deco strip. Fully enclosed tissue system reduces potential of product contamination. Holds up to 5 clips (2.5 clips per stack) of 2000 single ply or 1000 double ply interleaved sheets. Features a static overstuff bracket to prevent overfill. Also features a key activated lock (the same key operates all D2 dispensers). Cover opens 100° to the right, to facilitate loading, and contains a safety strap to limit opening. When installed properly, these dispensers meet ADA requirements. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 43” (6” above grab bar in handicapped stall)*

D2 JRT® Jr Bathroom Tissue Dispenser
Double thick wall construction, contoured and rounded shape and heavy-duty lock. High-impact plastic body and smoked acrylic transparent cover. Cover has clear acrylic window with a factory installed deco strip. Dispenses one 9.38” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with a 3.25” diameter core. Holds more than the equivalent in length of five standard bathroom tissue rolls. Features key activated lock (the same key operates all D2 dispensers). Covers opens 100° to the right, to facilitate loading, and contains a safety strap to limit opening. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 30” (6” above grab bar in handicapped stall)*

D2 JRT® Jr Jumbo Bathroom Tissue Dispenser with Stub Roll
Double thick wall construction, contoured and rounded shape and heavy-duty lock. High-impact plastic body and smoked acrylic transparent cover. Cover has clear acrylic window with a factory installed deco strip. Customized deco strips can be installed if so desired. Dispenses one 9.38” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with a 3.25” diameter core, plus stub roll. Holds more than the equivalent in length of five standard bathroom tissue rolls. Features key activated lock (the same key operates all D2 dispensers). Cover opens 100° to the right, to facilitate loading and contains a safety strap to limit opening. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 30” (6” above grab bar in handicapped stall)*
**HAND TOWEL Dispensers**

**Hands-Free Dispenser**
Made of high-impact plastic with a smoked transparent cover. Dispenser automatically advances and cuts a nominal 13” of towel when activated by pulling exposed towel. No-touch dispensing is designed to reduce the risk of cross-contamination because users touch only the product they use. Dispenses one 8” and one 3.5” diameter roll. Features emergency feed knob, key-activated spring lock or push button operation, and safety interlock when front cover is open. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 52”*

**CAPACITOR® Dispenser**
Steel top and body with grey baked enamel finish and smoked transparent front cover of high-impact plastic. Holds two 8” diameter x 8” wide rolls with 1.5” diameter cores. Features key-activated spring lock or push button operation, lever-operated dispensing mechanism, change indicator, automatic transfer to second roll and interlock device to prevent simultaneous dispensing of both rolls. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 40”*

**LEV-R-MATIC Dispenser**
Steel housing with grey baked enamel finish and smoked transparent front cover of high-impact plastic. Dispenses one 8” and one 3.5” diameter roll with 1.5” diameter cores. Features key-activated spring lock or push-button operation, lever-operated dispensing mechanism with adjustable sheet length, and automatic transfer system. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 44”*

**CONVERT-A-MATIC® Dispenser**
Steel housing with grey baked enamel finish and smoked transparent front cover of high-impact plastic. Dispenses one 8” diameter roll and one 3” diameter stub roll with 1.5” diameter cores. Features lever-operated dispensing mechanism, key lock, and automatic transfer system. Fits most 12” or 15” wide recessed folded towel dispensers with 4” minimum depth. 1 per case.

**SOAP Dispensers**

**TWINPAK® Push Dispenser**
Sleek, contemporary design made of high-impact black plastic with polished black cover. Holds two 500mL cartridges of soap, virtually eliminating runout. Each refill empties completely and includes a new pump. Features keyless lock system, soap level view spot and push lever for easy, one-handed operation. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: to 10” above counter or sink.*

**ONEPAK Dispenser**
High-impact plastic with smoked transparent front cover. Holds one 800mL or 1000mL refill soap cartridge. Each refill empties completely to reduce waste and includes a new pump. Front cover includes smoked soap level view window. Features keyless lock system and push lever for easy, one handed operation. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: to 10” above counter or sink.*

---

**NOTE:** Unless otherwise noted, suggested mounting height is the distance from the floor to the bottom of the dispenser.
C-Fold Dispenser
Black high-impact plastic body and smoked transparent front cover of impact resistant plastic. Features a key-locking front cover and relief mechanism for limiting over-stuffing. 1 per case.
*Suggested Mounting Height 44”*

LEV-R-MATIC II Dispenser
High-impact plastic body and smoked transparent cover. Dispenses one 8” and one 3.5” diameter roll with 1.5” diameter cores. Compact size minimizes wall space. Features key activated lock, lever operated dispensing mechanism and stub roll feature. 1 per case.
*Suggested Mounting Height 44”*

OMNI® Dispenser
High-impact grey plastic with smoked transparent cover. Compact dispenser perfect for areas with limited wall space. Holds up to 1000 feet of toweling. No-touch dispensing helps reduce cross-contamination. Non-restrictive design allows user to take length of sheet desired. Features easy-loading design, locking cover and stainless steel internal parts to resist corrosion. 1 per case.
*Suggested Mounting Height: 46”*

SANI-TUFF® Soap Dispenser
Polished, high-gloss black high impact plastic body and cover. Holds 3.5 or 8 liter soap refills. Each refill includes a new pump. Features a keyless locking system, soap level view window and a large push lever for hand or elbow operation.
BATH TISSUE Dispensers

JRT® Dispenser
High-impact grey plastic body and smoked transparent cover. Dispenses one 13” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with 3.25” diameter core. Holds more than the equivalent in length of ten standard rolls. Features key lock, removable front cover with top pull tab, and tear-off bars on sides and front of dispensing opening. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 30”

JRT® Jr Dispenser
High-impact grey plastic body and smoked transparent cover. Dispenses one 9.38” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with 3.25” diameter core. Holds more than the equivalent in length of five standard rolls. Features key lock, removable front cover and tear-off bars on sides and front of dispensing opening. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 30”

JRT® ESCORT® Dispenser
High-impact grey plastic body and smoked transparent cover. Dispenses one standard 13” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with 3.25” diameter core, plus stub roll. Holds more than the equivalent in length of ten standard rolls. Design minimizes run-out, waste, and maintenance time. Features hinged front cover and key lock to reduce pilferage and tear-off bars on sides and front of dispensing opening. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 30”

Interleaved Bathroom Tissue Dispenser (3 clip)
Made of high-impact plastic. Front cover has large product view lens. No-touch dispensing is designed to reduce the risk of cross-contamination because users touch only the product they use. Holds up to 3 clips, with a maximum of 1500 sheets of 1-ply interfolded bath tissue or 750 sheets of 2-ply. Features a top-mounted key lock and hinged front cover. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 43” (6” above grab bar in handicapped stall)

TOILET SEAT COVER Dispenser

PERSONAL SEATS Dispenser
Black plastic back and smoked transparent cover of high-impact plastic. Dispenses 2 pads of tissue seat covers. Features a key-activated spring lock and a center-located dispensing lever. 1 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 45” to 54”

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, suggested mounting height is the distance from the floor to the bottom of the dispenser.
JRT® Jr ESCORT® Dispenser
High-impact grey plastic body and smoked transparent cover. Dispenses a 9.38” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with 3.25” diameter core, plus stub roll. Holds more than the equivalent in length of five standard rolls. Design minimizes run-out, waste, and maintenance time. Features hinged front cover and key lock to reduce pilferage and tear-off bars on sides and front of dispensing opening. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 30”*

JRT® Jr Twin Dispenser
High-impact plastic body and smoked transparent cover. Dispenses two full 9.38” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with 3.25” diameter core. Holds more than the equivalent in length of ten standard rolls. Design minimizes run-out, waste, and maintenance time. Features hinged front cover, key lock to reduce pilferage, and tear-off bars on sides and front of dispensing opening. 1 per case. *Suggested Mounting Height: 30”*

Hygienic Bath Tissue Module Dispenser
Made of transparent acrylic plastic. Fits into standard vertical stack dual roll stainless steel bath tissue dispensers, similar to Bobrick B-4288. No-touch dispensing is designed to reduce the risk of cross-contamination because users touch only the product they use. Holds 2 clips of product, with a maximum of 1000 sheets of 1-ply interfolded bath tissue or 500 sheets of 2-ply. Installs with double-faced tape. 6 per case.
**HAND TOWELS Dispenser**

Body made of grey baked enamel finish. Exterior top, sides and door made of 22-gauge brushed stainless steel. Dispenses one 8” diameter roll and one 3” diameter stub roll with 1.5” diameter cores. Fits most 12” or 15” wide recessed folded towel dispensers with 4” minimum depth. Features a lever-operated dispensing mechanism, key lock and automatic transfer to full roll when partial roll runs out. 1 per case.

**TOILET SEAT COVER Dispenser**

22-gauge brushed stainless steel front cover and 20-gauge steel back with baked enamel finish. Dispenses 1.5 pads of tissue seat covers. Features a key-activated spring lock and center-located dispensing lever. 10 per case.  
*Suggested Mounting Height: 49” to 54”*
**Bath Tissue Dispensers**

**JRT® Jr Dispenser**
20-gauge stainless steel body, 18-gauge stainless steel throat and brushed stainless steel cover. Dispenses one 9.38” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with 3.25” diameter core. Holds more than the equivalent of five standard rolls. Features a top-mounted key lock, hinged front cover, large product view lens and plastic tear-off bars on sides and front dispensing opening for user safety. 4 per case. 
*Suggested Mounting Height: 30”*

**JRT® Dispenser**
20-gauge stainless steel body, 18-gauge stainless steel throat and brushed stainless steel cover. Dispenses one 13” diameter x 3.8” wide tissue roll with 3.25” diameter core. Holds more than the equivalent in length of ten standard rolls. Features a top-mounted key lock, hinged front cover, large product view lens and plastic tear-off bars on sides and front dispensing opening for user safety. 4 per case. 
*Suggested Mounting Height: 30”*

**Soap Dispensers**

**SURETOUCH® Dispenser**
Made of stainless steel and chrome-plated plastic (91934) or stainless steel and brass plated plastic (91935). Each soap cartridge refill includes a tube that runs through the nozzle so that soap never contacts the dispenser. Designed so that the soap never comes in contact with the metal dispensing parts, eliminating build-up and corrosion. It also eliminates pump maintenance hassles. Refill cartridges slide easily into place and lock into position. Dispenser will not require soaking or flushing out. 1 per case.

**800mL Skin Care Dispenser**
Made of 20-gauge, bright finish stainless steel front cover with 16-gauge stainless steel soap lever. Holds one 800mL soap cartridge. Each refill includes a new pump and is designed to distribute soap every time by a simple push of a lever. Features a key lock and soap level view spot. 6 per case. 
*Suggested Mounting Height: to 10” above counter or sink*
We’re only a phone call away.
For more information, or for the name of the Kimberly-Clark distributor nearest you, call our toll-free Customer Help Line.
1-800-241-2739.